
 
Evaluate 1222 22 2
We have 2221 22 244 and 244 2 122

A train carriage has 80 seats On my journey I noticed
that all the seats in my carriage were taken and 7
People were standing At the next stop 9 people left and
28 people entered All the seats were taken How many
people were now standing
Originally there were 80 7 87 people
At the next stop there were 87 9 t 28 106 so the
number of people standing was 106 80 26
The diagram shows an equilateral triangle a square and
one diagonal of the square Find x

The angles in an equilateral triangle are all 600

A square's diagonals bisect its angles creating an angle
of 450
So x Got 45 1050
The perimeter of the regular decagon P is 8 times the
perimeter of the regular Octagon Q Each edge of the
regular Octagon Q is 10cm long How long is each edge
of the regular decagon P
The perimeter of Q is 8 10 80
So the perimeter of P is 80 8 640 and



therefore a single edge has length 640 10 64cm
My train left at 6 15 and arrived at 8 48 later that
morning How long did the journey take in minutes
It takes 2 hours or 120 min until 8 15
It takes 33 minutes From 8 15 to 8 48
So the total travel time was 1201 33 153 min
The diagram shows a partially completed magic square
in which all rows columns and both main diagonals have
the same total Find xty
4 We can Fill in the orange box by
7 y comparing the leftmost column to the

6 5 x bottom row

Now using the middle row
4

sett t 7 ty 11 tx
sett 7 Y

y 11 8 3
6 5

The sum of the rightmost column must be
4 8 kt It so the value in the green box is 8
set 7 3 Now looking along the diagonal the total
6 5 of each line is 61 7 8 21

So get 11 21 x 10 and therefore
Icty lot 3 13

How many integers are greater than 20 18 and
less than 20 18
We have 20 t 18 38
and 20 18 360
Now 38 s n s 360 O c n 38 C 322



ne I 3213
So there are 321 such integers
G ill scored a goal halfway through the second quarter
of a netball match At that point what Fraction of
the whole match remained to be played
When Gill scored they had played

4 t Ext I t Lg 3g

of the match
So there was 5g of the match remaining
The approximate cost of restoring the Flying Scotsman
was 4 million This was about 500 times the cost
of building the steam engine in 1923 Roughly what did
the engine cost to build
We have

4 106
102

X 104

f 8000

Adding four of the five Fractions f f f it
gives a total of 1 Which of the Fractions is not
used
We have Ig t fg Fg tf
and I t t If
so the answer is to



How many digits are there in the answer to

123 123 123 123 123

We have 123123123123 123 X It 103T 10Gt 109
SO 123123123123 123 109 t lo t lo t 1 which
has 10 digits
The diagram shows a quadrilateral PQRS in which PQ
and QR have the same length PR bisects LSPQ
the ratio of LSPR to LPRS is 2 3 and LPSR 1100
How large is LPQR

Let QPR 20
Since PR bisects LSPQ we

have LSPR 20
20 130 Since PQ RQ we have
20 GO LPRQ 20

since LSPR L PRS 2 3
we have PRS 30
Now by angle sum of a

triangle
201 30 t 110 180
50 70
O 140



We have
LPQR 180 20 20

180 4 14

1240
The diagram shows a shape made from four 3cm
by 3cm by 3cm wooden cubes joined by their edges
What is the surface area of this shape

None of the faces are touching so the surface
area of the whole shape is four times the surface
area of a single cube

4 6 13 3 216cm

Billy has three times as many llamas as lambs
Milly has twice as many lambs as llamas
They have 17 animals in total
How many of the animals are llamas
Suppose Billy has n lambs Then he has 3N llamas
Suppose Milly has m llamas Then she has 2M lambs
We have

Nt 3h t n t Zn 17

Lin 3m 17
and we know that n and n are integers



Trial and error
we list the multiples of 3 and 4 below 17 and
search for pairs which add to 17

Multiples MuHip esof
3 1 3 4 1 4
3 2 6 4 2 8
3 3 9 4 3 9
3 4 12 4 4 16
3 5 15

The only possible combination is 9 8
So 3m 9 m 3

4h 8 n 2
The total number of llamas is

3h t m 6 3 9
Beatrice places copies of the L shape shown on a
4x4 board so that each L shape covers exactlythree cells of the board She is allowed to turn
around or turn over the shapes What is the
largest number of L shapes she can place on

the board without overlap
Since 5 3 15 and
6 3 18 she can place
at most 5 L shapes
on the board



This is possible using the
placement shown

Hence the answer is 5

How many pairs of digits pig are there so that
the five digit integer p869q is a multiple
of 15
The number must be a multiple of both 3 and 5
To be a multiple of 5 it must end in 0
or 5
ca O

To be a multiple of 3 the sum of the digits
must be a multiple of 3
The sun is

p t 8 61 9 to pt2 mod 3
So p Il nod 3 giving us the following
choices 1,4 7

ascq5_
TO be a multiple of 3 the sum of the

digits must be a multiple of 3



The sum is

p t 8 t G t 9 t 5 ptl mod 3

So we must have p 2 mod 3 giving us

the following choices 2,5 8
Hence the answer is 6
The areas of the two rectangles in the

diagram are 25cm and 13cm Find x

Let y be as shown
We have

Y
y 13

y 134

Using the other rectangle now

243T 25
25 X 25
4

x 4cm
Between them the two five digit integers M
and N contain all ten digits from 0 to 9



What is the least possible difference between
M and N
The leading digits should differ by only one in

order to minimise the difference Then the

Four remaining digits in the lower number should be
maximised and the four remaining digits in the
higher number minimised to make the higher
number as small as possible and the lower number
as large as possible
So the higher number will be 50123 and
the lower number will be 49876 giving a

difference of 247
Which one of these could be folded to make a

cube

The two pairs of triangles must fold over to form
two opposite pairs of faces
The only net in which the triangles fold together
correctly is C note that when the triangle on the
upper right part of the net is folded to meet its
pair it will flip over so that they connect correctly



A drawer contains ten identical yellow socks eight
identical blue socks and four identical pink socks
Socks are picked From the drawer without looking
What is the smallest number of socks that must

be picked to be sure you obtain at least two

pairs of matching socks
After drawing Four socks we have obtained one
of the following selections

1 Four of colour A
2 Three of colour A one of colour B
3 Two pairs colours A and B
4 One pair colour A one B one C

In cases 1 and 3 we're Finished
In case 2 we have only found one pair If we
draw one more sock we're done if it's colour A
or B but not if its colour c However the sixth
sock will definitely complete a second pair since we
have a sock available in each colour
In case 4 we have Found one pair If we draw
One more sock we're done if its colour B or C
but not if it's colour A However as above
the sixth sock must complete a second pair
So the answer is 6
There are vowels in this short sentence
which of the following options should replace
the blank to make the sentence above true
At twelve B thirteen C Fourteen



D fifteen E sixteen
The number of vowels already in the sentence is 12
The word fifteen contains 3 vowels So after

adding it in the sentence will contain 15 Vowels
Hence the answer is D
In the triangles DPQR and SSTU LRPQ 2 LUST

LPRQ 2254T
LRQP Is UTS

How large is LUTS
Let UST O and LSUT of
Then by angle sum of a triangle Luis 180 O 0
We have RPQ 20 PRQ 20 and

LRQP 180 f ol 180 20 201
p

so 36 1510 1 01 180 210 0
ZI

a510 01 144 Go
Q R

to 144952 800 U

NOW CUTS 180 ft lo
of180 80 T S

1000

Ali wants to Fill the empty squares so that the

number in each Square after the Fourth from the left

is the sum of the numbers in the Four squares to its

left What number should Ali write in the Final square
21 lol I 1 I 181



Fill in the empty spaces

21 al O l b l I I e I 8 Id
we have

2 ta t O t b I
at b l

and
a O t b t I c

I t l C

c O

and

O t b t l t c 8
b 8 1 7
a I 7 g

and
b t l t c t 8 d

D 7 9 16
The shapes P and Q are formed From two and
three identical rectangles respectively Their perimeters
are 58cm and 85cm respectively What is the

perimeter of one of the rectangles



Suppose the shorter side of the rectangle has length
a and the longer side has length b
Find the perimeter of P

58 39 t 3b t b al
Za t 4b

Find the perimeter of Q
85 49 t 4b t 2lb a

Za t Gb

The perimeter of one rectangle is 2 at 2b
Perform

27 2b

Now substitute into

58 Za t 2 27

za 4

So the answer is 4 27 31 cm

In the diagram PQ and QR are sides of a

regular n sided polygon LSPQ LSRQ 80
PTR 700 and PT ST RT Find n



We have LRQP 180122 interior angle of a regular
n goal so to find we must First Find this angle
Consider triangles ASTR and SSTP We have
ST common
RT _PT given
SP SR

Reasoning note that PQ QR sides of regular polygon
so LPRQ LRPQ and hence LPRS LRPS
Therefore DPRS is isosceles with SP SR

Returning to ASTR and SSTP we have three
equal sides and so the triangles are congruent

Hence
RTS pts 360 70 1450

and so
SPT L SRT I 180 145 17.50

Therefore
LQPT 80 17.5 62.50

In DRTP we have

TRP L TPR 180 70 550



So LQPR LQRP 62.5 55 7.50
and hence

LRQP 180 2 7.5 1650
So we have

165 180k
n

165 n 180N 360

15h 360
n 24


